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Overview

1. Normative and practical incompatibilities between the person-object binary in 

law and the relationship between everyday cyborgs and their devices.

2. Construction of medical devices as ‘bounded objects’ in EU/UK regulation and 

contingent regulatory failures. 

3. Medical devices and everyday cyborgs as experiencing liminality in their 

transformations over time and in their interconnected relationships to third 

parties.

4. Some solutions from processual governance.



Bodies, Boundaries and Legal Binaries 

Devices can be integrated with persons:
• Physically – internalised or attached
• Functionally –mechanical, physiological or other regulatory response
• Psychologically – become part of lives and identities
• Phenomenologically – part of how a person experiences the world

This integration causes conceptual, normative and practical issues for law:
• Person-thing binary structures law – fundamental philosophical and conceptual 

mismatch with everyday cyborgs.
• May be inappropriate analytically to treat something as an object that should be 

treated as part of the person.
• Issue of appropriate remedy or compensation for harm if something is treated as 

property rather than as part of the person.



Medical Devices as Bounded Objects and Regulatory 
Failure I
• Regulation of medical devices (and health research regulation) typified by:

o Overlapping command and control regulation
o Bounded object approach – ‘data’, ‘tissue’, ‘embryos’, ‘medical devices’
o Siloed – overlapping regulation with little learning between them

• UK/EU medical devices regulation has narrow focus on medical devices as ‘products’ –
constructs devices as ‘risk objects’, ‘marketized objects’.

• Medicines and Medical Devices Act 2021 continues this focus post-Brexit – Secretary 
of State to have regard to ‘likelihood of the relevant part of the United Kingdom being 
seen as a favourable place’ in which to develop and supply devices.

• Bounded object approach and narrow focus on health and safety of medical devices as 
products on a market decentres end-users/everyday cyborgs and their experiences.



Medical Devices as Bounded Objects and Regulatory 
Failure II
• Cumberlege Review highlighted impact of marginalisation of patient voices – often 

women - in healthcare and regulatory system.

• Review found:
o Lack of information for patients to make informed choices

o Lack of awareness of who to complain to or how to report adverse incidents

o Inability/lack of interest of monitoring adverse outcomes or long term follow up

o Fragmented, siloed nature of healthcare institutions and regulatory bodies which 
did not work in joined up fashion

• Regulation inattentive to conjoined future of medical devices and experiences of persons 
with whom they are integrated



Liminality, Blurred Boundaries, and Ambiguous 
Embodiment I
• Liminality – phase of transition or transformation between states or statuses 

where normal norms and conventions structuring behaviour are in flux

• Example of legal treatment of liminal phases – Gillick competent minor – normally 
law is ill adept at treating liminality.

• Looks at both the spatial and temporal dimensions of experience across phases 
and in spaces of being ‘in-between’.

• Also used to examine the movement, transformation and enduring relationships 
between health research participants and the objects of research, such as tissue 
and data.

• Can also be applied to the process of becoming and being an everyday cyborg and 
to implanted and attached medical devices



Liminality, Blurred Boundaries and Ambiguous 
Embodiment II
Attached and Implanted Medical Devices:

• Issues of transformation from unambiguous external object to being integrated into a 
persons body.

• Høyer uses term ‘ubject’ – avoids framing objects related to the body in terms of the 
object-subject binary. Captures movement of materials between subject and object as 
in-between phase.

• Taylor-Alexander et al  use term active subject-objects – describes materials of health 
research such as excised tissue and data as having enduring links to subjects – not 
appropriately seen as wholly part of the subject nor wholly an object.

• Implanted medical devices are reverse of this process – once integrated into a persons 
body may not be appropriately seen ontologically, morally or legally as merely objects 
or wholly a part of the person. 



Liminality, Blurred Boundaries and Ambiguous 
Embodiment III
Becoming and Being an Everyday Cyborg:

• Experience of embodiment is ‘a dynamic and fluid process that becomes more or less 
important to everyday living depending on the circumstances that bring it to the fore.’

• Factors influencing ambiguous and ambivalent experience of becoming and being cyborg:

o Preference for living donation or hypothetical bioprinted organs over mechanical 
alternatives

o Implants in identity constituting locations such as the brain were deemed riskier

o Threats to identity and health - motivating factors in becoming cyborg

o Desire for control over a device varies by person and level of satisfaction with device

• Key point –multiple factors affect embodiment but challenge is to successfully navigate 
out of uncertainty and anxiety in the liminal phase.



Integrated Persons, Medical Devices and Processual 
Governance? I
Processual approach to regulation:

• Acknowledges enduring relationships between subjects and objects

• Acknowledges fluidity between categories of subject and object (in health research 
regulation and for integrated persons/everyday cyborgs)

• Recognises identity implications of these relationships on the subject 

• Takes holistic view of health research regulation/medical device regulation

Practically this may require meaningful engagement of subjects in the research process – or 
in the development of devices – and opportunities for coproduction of regulation.



Integrated Persons, Medical Devices and Processual 
Governance? II
Cumberlege Review highlighted dangers of poor management of crisis:

• Patients left for years in crisis and uncertainty as to the harms experienced as a result of 
medical interventions

• Struggle to navigate complaints system

Failure to navigate liminality = permanent state of crisis

Patient Safety Commissioner (PSC):

1. Could act as guide to help the healthcare system generally, and patients specifically, 
respond to and navigate future crises more swiftly or potentially prevent them from 
happening.

2. Provide potential opportunity for coproduction of regulation



Integrated Persons, Medical Devices and Processual 
Governance? III
Need for regulatory change?

• Medicines and Medical Devices Act 2021 includes duty to carry out a public consultation 
before new regulations are made, but does not specify who should be consulted.

• PSC has no enforcement powers so no guarantees they can make the changes they 
recommend.

• Medical device regulatory framework heavily relies on industry self-governance, no legal 
obligation compelling industry to take account of patient/integrated persons experiences 
beyond market interest.

• Effective processual governance may require regulatory rethink to ensure that industry 
take patient and integrated persons experiences seriously.



Concluding Thoughts

• Liminal analysis helps:

o Identify issues of ambiguous embodiment, changes to identity and risks of 
permanent crisis and liminality for integrated persons/everyday cyborgs

o Better comprehend and go beyond binary subject-object thinking about attached and 
implanted devices

• Cumberlege Review highlighted failures and dangers of the bounded object approach of 
UK/EU regulation of medical devices

• Processual approach, including the role of the PSC, could help better navigate and centre 
the experiences of patients and integrated persons in regulations.

• Regulatory rethink is needed to increase likelihood that industry and regulators take the 
experiences of integrated persons seriously.



Thank you!


